Productivity Software
Case Study

Accuracy and data analysis with
EFI Auto-Count and PrintFlow are
key to productivity at J.S. McCarthy
Challenge:
J.S. McCarthy Printers has long prided itself on using
the most accurate data to ensure the best operating
conditions, turnaround times and customer service
response. The 210-employee commercial printing firm
has taken a progressive, systems-based approach to
smart management and improvement.
As part of its management approach, J.S. McCarthy
sought a way to obtain better, real-time data to find
and fix production errors as well as predict and
prevent future problems based on data trends. Just as
important, the company needed better ways to share
information with production personnel who might
not need to know all the details of specific print jobs
but still needed an easy way to determine whether
productivity was up to par and, if not, to quickly see
which steps needed to be changed to remain on
schedule.
“It is critical for any business to know if they are
profitable or not on the work they are doing, and
the best way to know that is through accurate data
collection,” says Judi Hansen, J.S. McCarthy’s Director
of Information Technology.

Solution:
Shop-floor data collection, combined with real-time
reporting of results, clearly became the pressing need
for the company if it wanted to improve results. J.S.
McCarthy executives saw the EFI Auto-Count Direct
Machine Interface (DMI) software and hardware solution
at an annual Connect EFI user’s group meeting several
years ago and immediately recognized its benefit.
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“All of our equipment is fine-tuned to be
as productive as possible because of the
accuracy of the data we collect with
Auto-Count.”

®

Judi Hansen, IT Director
J.S. McCarthy

For over 60 years, J.S. McCarthy Printers
has enjoyed continuous growth and
competitive success in a fast-paced
and ever-changing industry. As one of
New England’s oldest and largest
sheetfed printing operations, the
company’s ability to provide topnotch customer service, technological
innovation and superior quality of
product have remained paramount.
The company, which has locations in
Augusta and Portland, Maine; Stoneham,
Mass.; Stamford, Conn. and Hartford,
Conn., is committed to being a leader in
an industry where change is constant
and bigger is not necessarily better.
Management and employees drive a
vision for the company in which customer
service is not a department but a
philosophy that’s integral to everyone’s job
description. J.S. McCarthy prides itself on
having the skilled craftspeople with
the experience to produce the finest
printing jobs in the region, the equipment
to make it happen and the desire to be
the best in the industry.
15 Darin Drive
Augusta, ME 04330
+1 888.465.6421
www.jsmccarthy.com
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“We were really impressed with the data Auto-Count would allow us
to collect,” says Hansen. Before long the company had ordered its
first four Auto-Count systems. Over time, the company would buy
18 more, ensuring that nearly everything in the company’s offset
pressroom, finishing and mailing departments was measured, tracked
and analyzed with Auto-Count. On the company’s offset presses, AutoCount integrates with the press’s existing sheet sensors for DMI data
collection.
It was clear immediately that the automation of employees’ data
collection and the accuracy of the data collected from Auto-Count
would save time and money. Cost sheets accurately displayed their real
costs, and human error in data collection was no longer an issue.
J.S. McCarthy also integrated its Auto-Count systems with EFI
PrintFlow dynamic scheduling - a combination that effectively
manages jobs as they progress through the plant, reducing setup and
makeready times and improving throughput.
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“Our Auto-Count integration with PrintFlow is a huge benefit for us,”
Hansen says. Now, she adds, “press operators only need to generate
a run queue in PrintFlow to get an accurate, up-to-date listing of the
next job they are producing.” This automation saves valuable time that
would otherwise be spent gathering the details of the next job.

Results:
J.S. McCarthy has found that Auto-Count is one of the most efficient
ways to track and account for downtime. If a piece of equipment
goes down for any reason, Auto-Count records it, and an operator
simply has to enter a code indicating the reason, such as a paper jam,
for the stoppage.

“EFI Auto-Count Plant Manager lets us do a
more thorough analysis of our production
operations.”
Judi Hansen, IT Director
J.S. McCarthy

Over time, J.S. McCarthy has been able to aggregate
data to see which equipment stops most often and
for what reasons. And, armed with that data, the
company knows exactly what it needs to do in terms
of eliminating pain points from the production process.
The company uses Auto-Count for the information
it needs to make smarter equipment purchasing
decisions. And the more data it collects over time,
the smarter J.S. McCarthy managers are in terms of
making the right decisions for the business.
J.S. McCarthy also gets the big picture — literally and
figuratively — on up-to-the-minute productivity trends
at the business. The company recently installed new
Auto-Count Plant View and Performance Dashboard
modules, which provide business intelligence displays
that can be configured to generate the essential dataspecific work that teams need to know about jobs
progressing through the plant.
Using Auto-Count Plant View installed on a large
monitor in the customer service area, visiting
customers and prospects now get a sense of the
advanced production operations at J.S. McCarthy from
a constant, scrolling plant view of every Auto-Count
station and the job they are working on.

level of activity going on at any given point in time,”
says Hansen. “We think it is a good way to use data to
illustrate to our customers exactly what we do while
managing their jobs.”
Auto-Count Performance Dashboard was also installed
on each machine on a second monitor at every
Auto-Count station. Employees running Auto-Count
now see their performance in a chart that gives them
standards to improve their run time and meet the
performance goal for the job they are running.
On the plant floor, Auto-Count dashboards give J.S.
McCarthy production personnel up-to-the-minute
statistics on what is happening and what needs to be
done. “Our employees see the job types, with actual
performance versus plan, along with all the metrics
they need to see in terms of work volumes,” Hansen
says. “By collecting the data we gain with Auto-Count
and reporting it out, we have the ability to establish
and work to a standard.
“We know where we need to be at any given point
in time,” Hansen adds, “and we can be sure every
productivity standard we use to run our business
is accurate.”

“The dashboard is really one of the first things a
customer will see on a plant tour, and it really sets the
stage for what we are like as a company in terms of the
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EFI fuels success.
From Fiery to superwide inkjet, from the lowest cost per label to the most
automated business processes, EFI has everything your company needs to
succeed. Visit www.efi.com or call 650-357-3500 for more information.
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